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Minutes of the 17th User Committee Meeting 02/06/2020

Chairman:  Olivier De Bruyn (KBC)
Members: Dominique Dalle (BDA), Nicolas Peckel (Euroclear Bank), Jean-Paul

Rousseau (Febelfin, pre-announced not attending), Laurent Chaussard
(BNP Paribas SS), Ilyas Alikoglu (BNY Mellon), Franki Thierens (BNP
Paribas Fortis), Karel Andries (Belfius), Elly Van Gils (CITI), Pieter Samyn
(ING Belgium), Godefroid Lamboray (CBF), Clemence Lafargue
(LCH.Clearnet)

NBB-SSS:  Marc Lejoly, Jimmy Steenhout, Renan van der Wolf
Secretary: Koen Geenen

Date: Tuesday 2 June 2020 from 10:00 – 12:00 CET Brussels time
Venue:  Webex meeting

Introduction

- Follow-up from UC meeting 02/03/2020
o “Lifetime password RAMSES max 30 days and ESCB policy (strong, minimum

15 digits):
§ Password can be changed already.
§ Will be mandatory, no priority currently in the corona crisis context.

o End of sending Notice to the Participants on bondfactor. Participants shall rely
on MT564/seev.031 instead.

§ Start RAMSES Release 15/6/2020
§ Communication on 8/6/2020

o NBB will survey its 12 Paying Agents to understand if they will use the new
feature foreign currencies service:

§ After RAMSES Release 15/6/2020

1. NBB-SSS Facts and figures

- Issuance activity
- Settlement volumes
- Settlement efficiency
- Availability and incidents

o T2S INC270812: initial incident report received on Friday 29/5/2020.
On Monday 26/5/2020, following a request from a CSD with a large
government bond with high volume of instructions, NTS was postponed to
20:50 to allow the settlement of the peak of instructions.
One of the responsible technical transactions suffered from a lack of memory
and terminated abnormally. The support team promptly increased the
allotted memory, allowing the job to restart and complete normally at 23:01
and start NTS. Once RTS was reached, the Technical Monitor alerted about
inconsistencies in the IDB/ODB. To remove the inconsistencies a stop of the
Settlement engine was performed at 06:05 CET and activities were
completed at 9:30 CET. Only after the realignment it turned out that there
were also issues affecting the A2A flow with missing sese.025 messages.
Moreover, inconsistencies between balances/positions and
transactions/postings were detected, affecting T2S-wide a few hundred
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Securities Accounts and a few Dedicated Cash Accounts that ended up with
negative balances. The reasons for this condition is currently being
investigated. The T2S Service Desk committed to providing both the list and
details of the missing sese.025 and the list of accounts with a negative
balance, together with the transactions that caused the issue. Throughout
the day, several Settlement Managers and Crisis Managers’ calls were held
and the Service Desk provided support to individual CSDs to speed up as
much as possible the needed reconciliation activities.

No impact on NBBSSS:
The NBB-SSS communicated throughout the day on the INC and with full
conclusions the next day, mainly to reassure the NBB-SSS community that
all is fine regarding the NBB-SSS business from the Participants.

The UC members comment that i) the incident is severe as IDB erroneously
communicated negative positions at T2S level, and ii) the various CSDs reacted
in different ways, i.e. some block ISIN for settlement and others not.
The NBB-SSS representatives in the T2S governance working group meetings
will relay these comments.

2. T2S and RAMSES releases

- T2S Release 4.0 and aligning RAMSES Release

T2S is deploying T2S Release 4.0 in the T2S Production environment in the weekend 13-
14 June 2020. NBB-SSS is deploying the aligning RAMSES Release (RAMSES Release
overview on NBB-SSS Sharepoint) in the same weekend.

For recollection, the main timings in the deployment plan:
Friday 12 June 2020:

- 18:00: T2S and NBB-SSS perform End Of Day 12/6/2020.
- 18:45: T2S finishes EOD and does not switch to Start Of Day 15/6/2020.

NBB-SSS generates corporate actions for T2S Settlement Day 15/6/2020
and sends to T2S. DCP can continue sending instructions.

- 20:00: SM call 19:50 - T2S closes A2A and U2A (T2S GUI) at VAN network
level and performs data saving activities. T2S Actors cannot send
instructions.

- 21:00: T2S takes Golden Copy and starts deployment Release 4.0,
expected duration 10 hours.

Saturday 13 June 2020:
- 08:05: SM call - T2S changes to T2S Business Day 15/6/2020 + T2S opens

T2S GUI.
- 09:10: SOD, estimation 60 minutes, T2S receives liquidity transfers from

TARGET2
- 10:10: T2S runs Nigh Time Settlement (NTS) of T2S Settlement Day

15/6/2020. Estimated until 12:30.
- 12:45: T2S Settlement Managers confirm “Point Of No Return” + T2S opens

T2S A2A at VAN network level + T2S Actors incl. DCPs can send
instructions.

- 13:45: SM call to start RTS of T2S Settlement Day 15/6/2020
Sunday 14 June 2020:

- 11:00: start T2S Maintenance Window (MWI)
- After T2S MWI, the NBB-SSS closes the SWIFT gate, installs the RAMSES

release, reopens the SWIFT gate.
- NBB-SSS monitors T2S reporting and performs RAMSES deployment

corrective activities if any.
Monday 15 June 2020:
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- 05:00: T2S reopens RTS of T2S Settlement Day 15/6/2020.

The Releases deployment should be fairly transparent for ICPs, apart from some timings
in the T2S Day Schedule. DCPs can check when they can stop sending and when
restarting.

3. NBB-SSS T&C v. 1/11/2020

- Main content: CSD-R penalties
- End of NBB-SSS administrative fines and new fees

The CSD-R penalty regime is explained in detail, see the dedicated presentation. It will
be addressed again at the Info session on 12/6/2020.

The NBB-SSS Terms and conditions v. 1/11/2020 will hold i) the CSD-R penalty regime,
and ii) updates to the NBB-SSS fee structure, including the monthly flat fee for
participation at 550 € (which was 300 € before) and a monthly flat fee of 200 € to cover
the development costs and running costs for installing a penalty regime in the NBB-
SSS:

- Development costs: 318.300 € amortization on 4 years.
- Running costs (yearly): 71.048 €.

The “administrative fines” will be discontinued on the day of the entry into force of the
CSD-R penalties on 1/2/2021.

This favourable new fee structure is made possible through further savings at NBB-SSS
level, mainly by amortization of RAMSES development costs and by reducing staff, in
combination with the applied “cost recovery principle” at the NBB-SSS.

The NBB-SSS T&C v. 1/11/2020 will be submitted to the members of the NBB-
SSS User Committee in written consultation from 8/6/2020 to 19/6/2020.

4. CMH Harmonization Corporate Actions

The NBB-SSS is committed to comply with the AmiSeco CMH TF harmonization
standards regarding corporate actions and billing. For corporate actions (CA) the
harmonisation targets dates are November 2022 and November 2025, the target date
for billing harmonization is November 2022. The meeting documents hold the details of
both workstreams.

As general principle for the CA harmonization, no new MT messages will be developed,
all Participants shall exchange messages in ISO20022 by Nov 2025. If a functionality
would require a new MT message, then the harmonization deadline is November 2025,
if a functionality requires only a modification of an existing MT message, then the
harmonization deadline is November 2022. The RAMSES GUI alternatives will be
provided for contingency reasons.

The NBB-SSS assesses some codes in the CA standard 2 as “not applicable”.
The views of the members of the NBB-SSS User Committee on the list of “not
applicable” codes will be collected in written consultation.

5. Miscellaneous
- Paying Agents’ old service contracts

o Some current Service contracts still hold the corporate actions timing of
10:00 CET and 12:00 CET where it is better to align with the T2S NTS timing
of 20:00 CET. Hence, the NBB-SSS will propose to the Paying Agents to
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update their remaining old contracts free of regular handling charges until
1/11/2020 (covid-19 measure announced earlier).
The update will result in new contracts, some sent via surface mail. For that
reason, the NBB-SSS will start this workstream when most staff of
Participants and of NBB-SSS will be back in the office.

- Announcement Info session webex 12/6/2020
- Next meeting NBB-SSS User Committee: 7 December 2020

-


